
AQUATIC METAVERSE GAME GUIDE



Salty Sharks Uprising is an NFT collection designed around 

a rich and immersive adventure story centred around the 

Mermaid Queen and her Salty Sharks’ efforts to redress the 

balance of ocean degradation and deliver marine species 

conservation. The story sees the Mermaid Queen’s forces 

battling Atlantians and you enter this story shortly after the 

fall of Atlantis itself to the Mermaid Queen.

BACKGROUND
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Our goal in delivering this Minecraft based Role-

Playing-Game experience is to provide both novice 

and experienced gamers an opportunity to engage 

with the adventure story and the purpose in a Play 

2 Learn as well as Play 2 Earn modern gaming 

environment. In this Aquatic Metaverse you will meet 

and engage with key NPCs of the story and play out 

some of the famous adventures of the Salty Seven 

as well as be able to complete numerous other 

quests and achievements. You will also find real 
world partners have a presence in our Metaverse and 

you will be able to engage with their offerings and 

learning opportunities.

Our Purpose
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GAME EXPERIENCE
In this metaverse you will find daily events (both PvP and PvE) in 
addition to the numerous quest lines. You will be able to join one 
of the six Orders within the Salty Shark NFT Collection and Lore. 
Joining an Order provides you with in game perks, additional 
Order-specific quests, access to specific custom items and a 
huge base of operations where you can join forces with other 
Order members for PvP, PvE and adventure content.

To join an Order, visit the Salty Sharks Uprising discord: 
 https://discord.gg/saltysharks

Then complete the Personality Quiz to see which Order best 
reflects your personality and click on the Order’s symbol in 
the #Choose-your-order discord channel. If you see the Order 
symbol applied to your Discord nickname, you have successfully 
chosen an Order to represent.
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SPLASH DOWN
When you first join our NFT Worlds Aquatic Metaverse, via the NFT 
Worlds Launcher, you will find yourself at a welcome and tutorial 
area. If you are already familiar with how to play Minecraft, just 
click on the “Enter World” sign and skip the tutorial.  

If this is your first Minecraft experience, we recommend exploring 
the tutorial and gaining an understanding of how the game works 
before taking the plunge.
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INTO THE DEPTHS
After clicking on “Join World” there are two starting locations 
based on whether you already hold one of the Salty Sharks NFTs  
or not. 
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SSU HOLDER
Congratulations, you will start your adventure in Atlantis, 

on the ocean floor of the world. Don’t panic! As a Shark or 
Mermaid holder, you will automatically start with:

• Underwater breathing

• Permanent night vision

• Unrestricted movement in water

Start exploring the massive city of Atlantis, noting it 
has just undergone a recent assault and liberation, so 
you will see remnants of the prior Atlantian civilisation, 
some structural damage from the Uprising and signs that 
the new owners, under the command of the Mermaid 
Queen are starting to re-engage the city with the natural 
environment. From Atlantis, you can pick up some 
starting quests, participate in scheduled events and take 
the mine carts to each of the Order bases.  

Note: The mine carts are one-way travel from Atlantis 
and once you arrive at the Order Bases, and speak to the 
NPC, you will unlock the /warp command destination 
for that Order Base and can instantly teleport between 
Atlantis and the Order Bases.
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Integrity
We chose what is right not what is easy, we 

always practice what we preach.

NON-SSU HOLDER
So, you’re an ambassador to the Mermaid Queen’s Court, a surface 
dweller, yet to embrace the Uprising. You will find your entry to the 
Aquatic Metaverse on an island, equipped with merchants and 
places to explore and get started. Here you will find a merchant 
who sells custom “re-breather” devices. These helmets provide you 
with underwater breathing which will allow you to visit Atlantis and 
all the Order bases, complete quests and participate fully in all PvP 
and PvE content. 

You can still join one of the six Orders (via the guide above) and 
participate in their custom quests as well.
You can also buy potions of night vision as well. 
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POE AND $WRLD
Pieces of Eight (PoE) is our custom, off chain currency, that is 
earned through our discord games, competitions, prizes, and 
in-metaverse quests, achievements, scavenger hunts or selling 
rare items mined or crafted in game.
 
Pieces of Eight (PoE) are tied to $WRLD both in terms of 
available supply and exchange rates. You can buy 8 PoE 
with just 1 $WRLD. There is a built-in exchange capability 
in Metaverse so as you earn $WRLD from just playing the 
game, you can quickly exchange some for PoE and make any 
purchases desired to further your gaming experience in the 
Aquatic Metaverse.
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When in game, type /myprofile

Left Click on the icon for “Buy PoE using $WRLD”

Hover the mouse over the icon “You’re buying PoE using $WRLD”

Right Click to increase supply of PoE by a factor of 8 per 1 $WRLD or Left Click to 

decrease supply.

When happy with the amount to buy, Hover the mouse over the “Confirm XX PoE to Buy” 
icon. You will see a summary of the amount of PoE being bought and the $WRLD cost. 
Left Click to purchase.

Left Click the “Pay Here” URL link in the text log located at the bottom left of screen, 

confirming by clicking “Yes” which will take you to the NFT Worlds “Pay $WRLD Token” 
web page. The address and amount will auto-populate. 

Left Click “Pay” button to complete transaction.

Return to Mine Craft and the Aquatic Metaverse and you will automatically receive your 

PoE when the transaction is finalised on the blockchain.

Additionally, you can exchange surplus PoE for $WRLD as well. Similar method to the 

above purchase of PoE.
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There are numerous ways to earn additional PoE in game, 

via the completion of quests, achievements, events, and 

scavenger hunts as well as trading rare mined or crafted 

commodities.

You can also use that well-earned PoE to buy unique 

items exclusive to the Aquatic Metaverse to enhance your 

character or for cosmetic purposes. Many of these items 

have featured in the Lore of the Metaverse, so be on the 

lookout for more unique items to appear in future adventure 

stories and thus into the metaverse as well.

EARNING POE IN THE METAVERSE
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Integrity
We chose what is right not what is easy, we 

always practice what we preach.

As mentioned above, if you are a holder of an NFT 

from Salty Sharks Uprising, and have claimed the 

role through collab.land in our discord server, you will 

automatically start with water breathing, permanent 

night vision and no restriction to water based 

movement. If you joined us without owning an SSU 

NFT, this is fine too, and we welcome all to play in 
our metaverse. You can buy items to deliver these 

features through PoE. 

Once you visit the Order Bases, Atlantis and 

other locations, you can teleport to them via the /

warp command. In this way, we enhance the user 

experience of the gamer to be able to focus on the 

quests, events, exploration and building and less on 

time-consuming travel.

MOVEMENT, VISION & 
UNDERWATER BREATHING
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PLAYER HOUSING
All players joining our Metaverse are entitled to claim one 
normal 20x20 block size piece of land on the surface world to 
build upon. This is at no cost, and we encourage all players to 
really harness their creativity and build something truly special 
on this world. 

Players holding an SSU NFT, verified via collab.land on our 
discord and who have chosen an Order to represent in our 
discord, can also purchase, with PoE, an additional claim of 
land underwater and close to their respective Order base. The 
available land claim sizes vary from 12x12, 20x20 and 40x40. 

Players also holding a special edition SSU OG Certificate, as 
verified by collab.land on our discord, will also hold the special 
title of belonging to the Order of the Crown in addition to their 
base Order. This special certificate, that is also tradeable, 
entitles them to purchase a land claim within the city limits of 
Atlantis itself.
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Brand elements

GAME EXPERIENCE  
AND PURPOSE
The core purpose and mission of Salty Sharks Uprising is to 
raise awareness, education, and funding to support marine 
species conservation, specifically sharks. Our collection 
features some of the most endangered species of sharks on the 
planet and it is vital that we help preserve them.

As such, our Lore, our Metaverse and our games, be they 
discord or metaverse games and our future planned games all 
have some element of Play 2 Learn combined with the Play 2 
Earn. We invite our real-world partners to join our metaverse and 
engage with our player base from all around the world. We invite 
our players to engage with these real-world partners and their 
offerings and charitable causes and take advantage of generous 
discounts purchased via PoE. 

Our quests, events, and scavenger hunts all offer amazing 
rewards for players and dovetail into the evolving Lore of the 
collection. Remember, your SSU NFT can be included in the 
Lore as it is written, earning you a royalty payment, which is yet 
another way we reward our holders.
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Brand elements

WHERE DO I FIND  
THE LORE?
The Lore is available on our website, as well as our discord 
channel specific for it. It is available in written or audio 
format and has been translated into Japanese as well. Future 
languages will soon be included. The Lore can also be found in 
the Metaverse through exploration and discovery. Keep an eye 
out for special tomes each containing a chapter of the Lore. 
Collect sets of these chapters to earn special rewards!
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Our promise 5.0

WHERE DO I FIND  
THE QUESTS?
Talk to NPCs around Atlantis and the Order Bases and outside the rail 
system departure points. Many of them will have quests for you to 
undertake, some singular and some part of extensive quest chains. 
Complete these quests to earn special rewards and unique items. 
New quests will be added over time to ensure the metaverse and 
game environment is always evolving and expanding.

Additional events run on a 24-hour timer. These events are randomly 
chosen and could include PvP battles in the colosseum, defend 
the base or rescue the dolphins events. Each event scales with the 
participants registered for it (except for PvP events which have a set 
number of registrants). These events reward you with PoE and you 
can play any that occur throughout your time in our metaverse.
 
We will also be offering set dungeons or group quests where you 
get to play through the Adventures of the Salty Seven, enshrined in 
the Lore of the Metaverse. These special dungeons will offer unique 
rewards and will be locked once completed for 24 hours.
 
Lastly, keep an eye out for daily quests, tied to the Lore and our 
purpose that allow you to accumulate rewards and achievements.
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THANK YOU


